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ABSTRACT 

KAIST research team has developed a direct cycle 

supercritical carbon dioxide cooled Micro Modular Reactor 

(MMR). It is designed to be an integral type modular reactor and 

a transportable system via road. In the previous work, 

components of MMR such as reactor core, power conversion 

system were designed and selected transients such as design 

basis accidents and load following operation were modeled. In 

this work, startup modeling of MMR will be presented. The 

system starts from near zero rotational speed in turbomachinery 

and slowly the mass flow rate reaches the on-design point. The 

beta line method which uses extended performance maps is 

introduced to the simulation code.  

INTRODUCTION 

A supercritical CO2 (S-CO2) cycle has high thermal 

efficiency at moderate temperature ranges and can be realized in 

physically compact size. This is because S-CO2 is compressed 

near the critical point in the cycle where fluid become near 

incompressible but viscosity stays small [1]. The advantages of 

S-CO2 cycles on the design point are well known in terms of 

efficiency and size. Based on these characteristics of the S-CO2 

cycle, KAIST research team has developed an S-CO2 cooled 

fully integral modular reactor whose reactor system, power 

conversion system and safety systems are all contained in a 

single steel containment. This newly developed nuclear system is 

called as KAIST-MMR. is the whole module is designed to be 

transported via truck, ship and trailer to remote regions while 

minimizing on-site construction [2]. Until now, components 

were designed in concept level and selected transient conditions 

such as load following operations and postulated accident 

modeling were modeled with the modified GAMMA+ code 

which is revised to simulate transient condition of S-CO2 

systems [3]. Similarly, transient modeling of S-CO2 cooled 

nuclear system has been studied by a few institutions [4-6] but 

startup modeling from near-zero rotational speed of 

turbomachinery to nominal state is rarely done. This is because 

S-CO2 turbomachinery’s performance data at low speed is hardly 

obtained due to the unsteady nature of low rotational speed 

conditions [7]. To resolve this problem Zhao et al. introduced 

extended performance map but they did not explain the detail 

procedure of how to extend the compressor performance map in 

the low speed region [8]. One extended method for air 

compressor and turbine is proposed by Sexton et al [7]. 

According to his work, similarity laws for pump (i.e. 

incompressible fluid) was introduced [9] and, the both efficiency 

and pressure ratio of air compressor and turbine are calculated 

by methods suggested by Agrawal and Yunis with ideal gas 

characteristics [10]. However, S-CO2 has non-ideal gas 

properties especially at the compressor inlet condition so that 

some modification is essential to apply this method. In this work 

the modified method based on real gas properties will be 

proposed to obtain performance of S-CO2 turbomachinery at low 

speed region. After the extended performance map is acquired, 
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the beta line method is implemented to GAMMA+ code. 

Another benefit of the beta line method is the code calculation 

becomes independent from the shape of performance map. After 

the turbomachinery modeling platform is set up, startup of the 

whole MMR system is simulated with the modified GAMMA+ 

code with automatic PID controllers. 

PERFORMANCE MAP EXTENSION 

Equations (1)~(2) show similarity laws of mass flow rate 

and work about given two speed lines for pump [9].   
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Agrawal and Yunis [10] directly applied the similarity laws of 

pumps to the air turbomachinery because it is considered that 

compressible fluids like air act like incompressible fluid when 

pressure rise or expansion is small at low speed region. Based on 

the extended mass flow rate and work from reference point, the 

extended efficiency and pressure ratio of air turbomachinery 

could be obtained from ideal gas assumption. Similarly, Sexton 

also used similarity law of pumps but slightly modified exponent 

of the non-dimensional numbers to reflect the compressible 

effect of gas [7]. To obtain the modified exponent from the 

similarity laws of pump, properties at the two lowest lines of the 

original performance map were used. From the two lowest mass 

flow rate and work, the new exponents could be obtained as the 

following equations (3)~(4).  
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From the new exponent and performance data on reference 

speed line which is the lowest speed line of the original 

performance map, the performance information at very low 

speed can be generated. It is shown in equations (5)~(6). 
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In the case of the extended efficiency and pressure ratio, it could 

be calculated from using the ideal gas assumption as shown in 

equation (7) for the turbine and equation (8) for the 

compressor.  
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The efficiencies used in equations (7)~(8) are the values of the 

efficiencies on the lowest reference speed line of the original 

performance map. This is because a pressure ratio or an 

efficiency has to be inferred when both values are unknown. 

Thus, a constant efficiency from the reference speed line is used 

to calculate the extended pressure ratios. The reason why 

constant efficiency is used to predict extended pressure ratio 

instead of constant pressure ratio is because holding the 

efficiencies constant satisfy the criteria of similarity laws for 

similar operating points for each speed line. Moreover, the 

performances of turbomachinery at very low speed are similar to 

the original performance at the lowest speed line, so that using 

the constant efficiency is reasonable to obtain the extended 

pressure ratio. However, the constant efficiency is only used to 

predict the extended pressure. The extended efficiencies in the 

performance map should be calculated from the extended 

pressure ratios. For an ideal gas, equations for the extended 

efficiencies are written in equation (9) for the turbine and (10) 

for the compressor. 
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Based on the previous work, an extension method for S-CO2 

turbomachinery should be differently applied while reflecting 

the characteristics of S-CO2. Exponents for S-CO2 

turbomachinery can be calculated from equation (3) for the 

extended mass flow rate and (4) for the extended actual work. 

Nevertheless, equations (7)~(8) are not used to obtain S-CO2 

turbomachinery pressure ratio. This is because S-CO2 

turbomachinery experiences abrupt isobaric heat capacity 

change during compression or expansion process. Therefore, 

REFPROP data are referred to get outlet pressure of the S-CO2 

turbomachinery with using the inlet entropy and the ideal 

enthalpy at the outlet as independent variables [11]. In Figure.1, 

the procedure to get the outlet pressure of S-CO2 

turbomachinery is shown. With this outlet pressure, the pressure 
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ratio of S-CO2 compressor can be obtained. Similarly, a constant 

efficiency from the reference speed line is also used in S-CO2 

case when the ideal enthalpy is evaluated.  

Figure 1: Procedure to get outlet pressure of S-CO2 

turbomachineries based on inlet entropy and extended 

actual work 

Even though the efficiencies which were used to get the 

extended pressure ratio are the data on the reference map, 

efficiencies that will be newly drawn on the extended speed line 

have to be newly evaluated with slightly modified equations (9)

~(10). Since equations (9)~(10) was also derived from the ideal 

gas assumption, it is better to remove constant isobaric heat 

capacity and inlet temperature assumptions for the S-CO2 

turbomachinery. The way to cancel out the properties is dividing 

the extended efficiencies with the reference efficiencies as 

shown in equation (11) for the turbine and equation (12) for 

the compressor. 
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The newly plotted pressure ratio map and efficiency map of 

MMR turbomachinery including the extended pressure ratios 

and efficiencies are shown in Figures 2-5. 

Figure 2: Extended compressor pressure ratio map 

Figure 3: Extended compressor efficiency map 

Figure 4: Extended turbine pressure ratio map 

Figure 5: Extended turbine efficiency map 

APPLICATION OF BETA LINE METHOD 

Fortunately, the pressure ratio maps of the MMR 

compressor and turbine do not have a steep slope as shown in 

Figures 2 and 4. Each mass flow rate point has a single pressure 
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ratio at given speed line. However, if the pressure ratio has a 

steep slope with the mass flow rates, each mass flow rate can 

have numerous pressure ratio values at given speed line. This 

can make a situation that one can have modeling problems when 

a pressure ratio value is interpolated for a given mass flow rate. 

To resolve the problem Kurzke et al. proposed the beta line 

method which is an auxiliary coordinate to resolve dependence 

on the shape of the performance curve. It introduces a way of 

mapping the performance map in the system analysis code [12]. 

The beta lines can be drawn by equally spaced parabolas with 

parameter values of beta=0…1. The beta lines can be chosen 

arbitrarily as long as there are no unambiguous intersections of 

the beta lines with the speed lines. When the beta line method is 

adopted, the independent parameters to interpolate pressure ratio 

and isentropic efficiency become compressor speed and beta 

value as in the following equation (13). The performance map 

in which beta line is applied is shown in Figure 6. 

Figure 6: Compressor PR map in which beta line is applied 

Pr ( , ),   = ( , )f N f N   (13) 

According to Kurzke, it is stated that there is no map reading 

problem when the corrected speed and pressure ratio or 

corrected mass flow rate are used as interpolation variables for 

turbine performance map [12]. This is because there are a lot of 

different map formats in use and usually turbine pressure ratio 

map has monotonically increasing pressure ratio with respect to 

the corrected mass flow rate. As a result, turbine performance 

map is directly used in GAMMA+ code without any additional 

auxiliary coordinate such as beta line.  

MMR STARTUP MODELING 

The modeling tool used in this work is the modified GAMMA+ 

code that has been originally developed for modeling a gas 

cooled nuclear reactor but it is revised for analyzing S-CO2 

cycles [3]. With this system code, MMR startup is simulated 

from very slow rotational speed to the nominal value. Figure 7 

shows the diagram of MMR which is a transportable and 

integrally modularized nuclear power system to supply energy at 

remote regions. When the startup modeling of MMR is 

implemented, it is assumed that the procedure from vacuum to 

filling pipe line with CO2 inventory is skipped so that it is 

regarded that whole system is filled with S-CO2 fluid at 

7.56MPa and 50oC at initial state. The next assumption is that 

inventory tank continuously provides the MMR system to fill it 

up with 8.00MPa and 60oC CO2 fluid during the startup because 

the compressor inlet point of MMR is 8.00MPa and 60oC. 

Another benefit of the inventory supply assumption is that the 

mass inventory of the initial state could be naturally fitted to the 

nominal mass inventory by connecting constant pressure and 

temperature boundary during startup. Another bold assumption 

is linear increase of reactor power. Absolutely, reactor point 

kinetics should be applied to the startup modeling, which might 

not lead to a linear increase of reactor heat generation. However, 

this work focuses on only thermal hydraulic performance of S-

CO2 cycle during startup and more detail simulation including 

point kinetics of the nuclear reactor will be added in the further 

works. 

Figure 7: Configuration of MMR 

The boundary condition of startup is the compressor rotational 

speed that linearly increase for 20 seconds. This boundary 

condition can be realized as connecting high speed motor to the 

shaft of MMR turbomachinery that makes compressor and 

turbine share rotational speed. Figure 8 shows the rotational 
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speed of MMR turbomachinery during startup and Figure 9 

shows another boundary condition that is the reactor power. As 

shown in the figure reactor power also has linear trend with 

respect to simulation time. 
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Figure 8: Rotational speed during startup 
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Figure 9: Reactor power increase during startup 

Even though the required time for rotational speed was 20 

seconds, the total needed time for settling down whole system is 

roughly estimated for 1500 seconds due to thermal inertia. 

Figures 10-13 show the pressures, temperatures, mass flow rate 

and turbomachinery’s work of MMR. When MMR begins its 

operation, the mass flow rate from the air fan which is to keep 

the compressor inlet temperature at 60oC is controlled by PID 

controller. Table 1 contains the differences between steady state 

results of startup and design parameters. The results prove that 

startup results are very similar to the design parameters. 
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Figure 10: Pressure increase during startup 

Since the minimum pressure is decreased during startup (i.e. for 

20 sec), the rotational speed of turbomachinery is fixed to the 

startup motor rotational speed. This means rotational speed, 

pressure ratio and mass flow rate are unbalanced. However, of 

the startup motor is disengaged, the minimum pressure is 

increased back to the nominal value.  
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Figure 11: Temperature increase during startup 

The reason  behind the compressor outlet temperature being 

higher than the turbine outlet temperature for 20sec is due to the 

startup motor operation. In other words, the turbomachinery is 

spinning not due to the turbine power but due to the external 

force. Conversely, after the startup sequence is terminated the 

turbine outlet temperature becomes higher than the compressor 

outlet temperature. 
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Figure 12: Mass flow rate increase during startup 

Mass flow rate of the system is smoothly increased during the 

startup, which was the intention of the control. 
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Figure 13: Turbomachinery’s work increase during startup 

Since startup motor engages for 20sec, the compressor work is 

larger than the turbine work. Finally, the turbine work is greater 

than the compressor work when the system is operating without 

the external motor. 

Table 1. Difference between steady state of startup result 

and design parameters of MMR 

Startup 

results 

Design 

parameters 

Rotational speed [RPM] 19,300 19,300 

Reactor power [MWth] 36.18 36.18 

Generated work [MW] 

(Wturb-Wcomp) 

12.67 12.46 

Tempturb,in [oC] 555.9 550.0 

Tempturb,outlet [oC] 445.4 440.5 

Tempcomp,in [oC] 59.97 60.5 

Tempcomp,outlet [oC] 141.6 142.0 

Pressmax [MPa] 7.97 7.99 

Pressmin [MPa] 19.7 19.7 

Mass flow rate [kg/sec] 179.4 180.2 

In table I, steady state results and design parameters are 

compared. As a result, steady state results after modeling the 

startup shows reasonable agreement with the original design 

parameters. 

CONCLUSION 

KAIST research team has developed an S-CO2 cooled micro 

modular reactor called MMR. The system has been designed to 

be transported by ships, trailers and other transportations and it 

can be operated in remote regions to provide energy reliably for 

long time. Since the system has to have ability to operate in the 

isolated region, the number of operators has to be kept minimal. 

Because of this reason normal transient operations of MMR such 

as startup, load following and shutdown should be fast and 

simple. In this study, the startup from near zero rotational speed 

is analyzed by referring to an extension method of the 

turbomachinery performance map to the low speed regime using 

beta line method. This method is robust due to its independence 

from the performance map shape. After the original performance 

map of MMR is extended, system startup can be simulated in 

system analysis code GAMMA+. It is assumed that the startup 

rate of rotational speed is 5%/sec and the torque is delivered by 

an external startup motor. After 20sec, the rotational speed of 

turbomachinery and reactor power approaches to the nominal 

value but other properties such as mass flow rate, temperature, 

and pressure reach the steady state values in 1500sec. During the 

system startup sequence there is no abrupt change in system 

properties. In this paper, it is shown that the performance map 

extension method can be a useful method to model the system 

startup when the original map cannot be utilized directly. For 

further works, the startup modeling will be compared to the real 

experimental data to validate the extension method. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

m : Mass flow rate. 

N : Turbomachinery rotational speed. 

W : Turbomachinery power. 

Pr : Turbomachinery Pressure ratio. 

 : Turbomachinery Efficiency. 

h : Enthalpy. 

 : Beta value. 

pC : Isobaric heat capacity. 

T : Temperature. 

 : Isobaric heat capacity to isochoric heat capacity ratio. 

Subscript 

lowest,1: The first lowest value. 

lowest,2: The second lowest value. 

new: Newly extended value. 

ref: Reference value. 

turb: Turbine. 

comp: Compressor. 

in: Inlet condition. 
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